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number at the bottom of each page.  our journal accept different types of articles like research articles, 

reviews, article-commentaries, book reviews, letters to the editor, case-reports/studies, etc. 
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Abstract- Abstract should be clear and convey the description of the study clearly and in a few words 

along with the significance of the work and scope of the research. The word count limit of Abstracts 

should be 300 words or less. Please avoid placing P-value, abbreviations or any references. 
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Introduction - The introduction should include a summary to indicate the importance of the study. The 

introduction should be in detail enough to draw the reader's attention. 

Material and Methods– The materials section should include design, materials used, clear description of 

methods used and its analysis. 

Results and Discussion– The result section should describe the experimental outcomes of an article. It 
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Figure and Tables 

Figure captions and tables should be at the end of the manuscript. These should be used at a minimum 

and designed as simple as possible. We strongly encourage author to submit tables as .doc format. Each 

table should be on a separate page, numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals and supplied with a 

heading and a legend. Tables should be self-explanatory without reference to the text. Preferably, the 

details of the methods used in the experiments should be described in the legend instead of in the text. 

The same data should not be presented in both table and graph form or repeated in the text. Cells can be 
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Tables and Equations as Graphics:  

If equations cannot be encoded in Math ML, submit them in TIFF or EPS format as discrete files (i.e., a 

file containing only the data for one equation). Only when tables cannot be encoded as XML/SGML they 

can be submitted as graphics. If this method is used, it is critical that the font size in all equations and 

tables are consistent and legible throughout all submissions. 

Supplementary information 

Discrete items of the Supplementary information (for example, figures, tables) referred to at an 

appropriate point in the main text of the paper. Summary diagram/figure included as part of the 
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Open Access Policy 
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